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MESSAGE
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GUIDE

Note big ideas, supporting passages, and important takeaways related to spiritual formation:

Immediately following the sermon, answer these questions: 

        What did you learn from this sermon relating to the theme of spiritual formation? 

 
  

        What are several practical steps you could take to grow spiritually based on what 
        you heard from the sermon?

SERMON WRAP-UP QUESTIONS



1 How would you define work? How would you define worship? Have you ever 
considered work to be worship, why or why not? For a disciple of Jesus, what 
may make work worshipful? 

Read Colossians 3:17. Consider your work, paid and/or unpaid. What does it mean 
to do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus? Also read Col. 3:23. What does it 
mean to work heartily or with enthusiasm? What does it mean to work for the 
Lord and not for others? 

Read Genesis 1-2. What role does work play in creation? Who are the workers 
(Gen. 1:28, 2:2, 2:15)? Consider the jobs given to Adam and Eve – to all image-
bearing people. If work is something that God does and it is present in creation, 
why do we tend to think it’s a negative thing? 

How was work affected by the fall (Genesis 3:17, Romans 8:22)? What sin-affected 
perceptions do we have about work that need to be thought through? In what 
ways have we forgotten about the goodness of working for God’s glory? In what 
ways can we remember that our jobs are a beautiful God-given opportunity to 
provide for others (means), but also an opportunity to participate in fulfilling 
God’s purposes (mission)?  Spend time talking about these questions with 
others.

How might we give thanks to God for our jobs and the responsibilities within 
our jobs? 

PRAYEXPLOREAPPLY

Read Colossians 3:17, 23. To go deeper consider reading Every Good Endeavor: 
Connecting Your Work to God’s Work by Timothy Keller or Work Matters: 
Connecting Sunday Worship to Monday Work by Tom Nelson.
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Disciples of Jesus pursue work as worship, 
which is to be evident in our jobs and careers.
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